PD Provider Guide to Using IRIS Resources

For PD Providers

Using IRIS Resources
Navigating the IRIS Website and Resources
The IRIS Adult Learning Theory Module
Top Tips for PD Providers
Sample Wrap-Around Concept Maps
Planning Forms
Manuals & Answer Keys

For Independent Learners

Archived Webinars
Standards

Using IRIS resources is as easy as 1, 2, 3

1. Watch videos on navigating the IRIS Center Website, the IRIS Resource Locator (IRL), and an IRIS STAR Legacy Module.

2. Find suggestions on using IRIS resources in your PD events.

3. Use the Sample Wrap-Around Concept Maps to find supporting materials for Modules and Case Studies.
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Planning Forms help you develop and revise PD events.
Build your knowledge with Manuals & Answer Keys to select materials.
See how IRIS resources align with INTASC standards.

The IRIS Center offers instructors an array of resources that both meet their needs and align with the many state standards and certification requirements, making them more likely to be used and infused into current courses and trainings.

www.iriscenter.com - www.iris.peabody.vanderbilt.edu
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